
 

Lecture
we already saw some examples of groups So it's time to

see the formal definition Recall that a binary operation on
a set takes two elements from the set and gives another element
in the set

Definition A set G with a binary operation iscalledagroupy
i For any A b c e G Ca b oC a boo

i e o is associative
2 There exists an element EEG called the identity such
that a e e a a for all a c G
3 For all a c G there exists an element a eG such that
a t.ae a a Lee A is called the inverse of a

Remark 1 We are not writing the closure property in
the definition because i i is a binary operation so
closure is automatically satisfied However when asked
whether a set is a group or not be sure to
check closure too

2 we might use the symbol V for forall and F

for there exists



Definition If a be G are two elements in a groupG
they are said to commute if a b boa

if a and b commute H a be G we say G E

abelian Otherwise G is called non abelian

Ques When can you say that a group 8
non abelian Have we seen an example

of a non abelian group

Before looking at more examples let's see some basic
properties of a group

Propositions Uniqueness ofidentity elements
In a group G F only one identity element

Proof Suppose e and f both are identity elements
Since e and f are arbitrary in order to prove
that the identity is unique we must show that e f
Now ef f Cas e is identity
and ef e Cas f is identity
D e f

TH



Proposition Inverse of an element is unique
Every element at G has an unique inverse
in G

Proof Left as an exercise

Propositions Cancellation holds in a group
In a group G the right and left cancellation law

hold i e ba ca b c and Ab ae b c

Proof Let's prove the left cancellation leaving the
right cancellation as an exercise Suppose ab ac

Since a has an inverse in G let's multiply by a on

both sides to get
a ab a ac

a a b a a c associative

eb ec

b c by the definitionofe
THE

MoreexamplesofGrouffxse
Integers modulo n In

Recall from MATH135 that In COT ED CnD

where a is an equivalence class we'll learn about them
in more detail defined by



j f by
AT be21 a b is divisible by n

In on a group under addition in 2in which is not the
same as addition in 2
Recall that in In a tf b CatBT The identity
element is to and the inverse of any CAT is In a
eg Consider 214 COT ELI 23 3T To see how the
Operation in group look like we'll draw a table called the
Cayley table in honourof the mathematician ArthurCayley

identity
1 03113123133
6 Co IT 23 33
I CD 123

133 19 7133 is inverse of a
23 23 3 o D
33 3 o l 23

ExI The groupof units modulo n Uch
For any ne 21 the set Vln is the set of all the

elements in Zn which have inverses Again recall from
MATH 135 that at 2h has an inverse if and onlyy
gedCa n L
Since we are collecting only those elements in In

which have inverses so we have that Ucn is a group



under multiplication in Zn The identity is IT

e.g consider Ulm The integers a between Oand 12
which are coprime to 12 are I 5,7 11 so

Uch 45,7 The Cayley table for Ucl2
is as follows

I I 5 7 11
fff

7 7 11 I 5
11 11 7 5 1

Ques 4 what is the inverse of 5 in Ucla

a what is the set UC5 Can you generalize it

Exe Dihedralgroupse
Let's introduce avery important set of

examples called the dihedral group Dn t n 23
Dn by definition is the group of symmetries of a
regular n gon where symmetry means an operation which

might change the Individual places in an n gon but
doesn't change the overall shape

For simplicity let's under the group Dg whichis
the group of the symmetries of a square



As you can see in the figure 4 of the symmetries
are anti clockwise notation by 00 900 1800and
2700 which are denoted by Ro Rao RisoRato
respectively If you rotate the square by say 360
they you'll get back Ro and rotation by 5400
will give Baek Riso

Symmetries of a square

Credit : Contemporary Abstract Algebra, Joe Gallian



The letters on the vertices of the square are only
there for visual aid to see which operation is taking
place
The other symmetries are reflections along a vertical
axis horizontal axis and both the diagonals

So we have the set Dg Ro Rao Riso Roto H V D
D

But if Dq is a group there must be some operationtoo

This is pretty simple the operation is compositionof
symmetries i e g suppose S andSz are symmetries then Sisz will
be performing Szand then performing 5 ac from right to left
eg What is RqRiso we first perform Rigoand then Rgo
so Rio 90 R270

W P B W

what is Razo H
We first do H and then do Razoto it

P w G B P G
II II IT D

G B P W FB

So atleast in these cases it seems that the
operationis a binary operation i.e it is taking

two symmetries and producing another symmetry



But is that always the case For that we just
make the Cayley table forDa

Exercise Understand this Cayley table by doing
the operations from figures

Note from the Cayley table that Ro serves as

the identity the horizontal and vertical rows
below Ro remains unchanged

For inverses e.g inverse of H is H itself
which makes sense geometrically too as two
horizontal flips in a row should cancel the
effect and the inverse of Rgo is Razo
again makes sense geometrically

Cayley table 



ag geomebu

Also notice that Razo H D and H Razo D
so Razo H f H Razo and hence

Da 5 non abelian

There is nothing special about the square We can talk about
the dihedral group of any regular polygon The groupof
symmetries of a regular n g on is the group Dn and the
operation is again the composition of symmetries

Exercise Find the Cayley table of Drg In fact
draw the symmetries of the triangle


